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New Manufacturing Owners Approach
Challenges with Fresh Lenses
Young business owners are facing the
market with fresh energy, tackling
staffing and supply challenges using
both time-tested and new strategies.
By Maddie Lemay

Tobias Flood and Mark Eiden, coowners of Metal Trade Solutions in
Winsted, Minnesota, answered a Zoom
call on Jan. 5, each of them camera-ready
and sitting behind podcast equipment.
Flood tapped one of the microphones.

“Can you hear us?”
Laughing, the two of them admitted
they don’t fit the typical mold of their
industry: they’re 27 and 26-year-old
manufacturing shop owners who
are investing in things like podcast
microphones, a brand-new website, and
social media outreach.
Their energy was palpable through the
Zoom call: young shop owners excited
about the potential their brand-new, fiveperson company has to grow and expand.
Young shop owners face many of the
same issues new owners faced 50 years ago:
financing new equipment, learning how
to expand at the right speed, and dealing
with suppliers. But there are some new
challenges, too, like a global pandemic
with an extreme labor shortage. And some
of them are taking new approaches to deal
with those new challenges.

STARTING WITH AN IDEA

Five years ago, best friends and
classmates Tobias Flood and Mark Eiden
said starting a small metal fabrication shop
together seemed like a pipe dream at best.
The dream was born while the two went on
a four-wheeling trip up north. Flood and
Eiden carpooled, and Eiden asked Flood,
“What do you want to do after school?”
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“Let’s open up a shop,”
Flood said.
“It was probably a joke for the first six
months, and everyone in our class at St.
Cloud Tech would joke that they would
come work for us,” Eiden said. “But then
we got more serious about it. The second
year in school, we met with an adviser, and
he pushed us to ask ourselves what our
game plan was.”
To get started, Flood and Eiden each
put $5,000 down, borrowed $30,000 from
the bank, and received a $10,000 microloan
from the Southwest Initiative Foundation
through a partnership with the U.S. Small
Business Administration. They opened
their shop in 2017 after spending a summer
on their hands and knees, renovating a
building owned by Eiden’s uncles, who
own a trucking company in town and
leased out part of their space to them.
The first thing they purchased was a
CNC Plasma Cutter and a welder. During
their first year as a business, they traveled
to local flea markets and sold crafts they
made from metal. Now, their workflow is
highly adaptable, allowing them to design,
machine, and fabricate parts, components,
and products. One of their favorite projects
was making custom hand railings for
apartment buildings in the Twin Cities.
Their shop has more than fifteen pieces of
equipment.

YOUNG SHOP OWNERS

27-year-old Bryce Brethorst spend 10
years as a machinist before he transitioned
to a product planner at Graco and,
ultimately, decided to go into business

for himself as the owner of Authority
Machining, LLC, a subcontract machine
shop.
“I loved being able to create something
from raw bar stock and turn it into
something that’s functional,” Brethorst
said.
Although Brethorst had recently put in
his notice to his full-time employer, Graco,
at the time of his interview with MPMA,
he was still juggling his full-time job and
owning his business.
“Juggling that in-between has been
quite the challenge,” Brethorst said. “The
business has taken my full-time attention
now.”
Growing up, 24-year-old Evan Lundeen
swept the floors at his father’s machining
and manufacturing company, Tri-Tool
Manufacturing. Owning manufacturing
businesses runs in his family’s blood. His
grandfather owned Tool Grinding, Inc. in
Brooklyn Park. So, when Lundeen went
to the University of North Dakota for
business management, he was initially
resolute on owning a business outside of
the manufacturing field. He started a snow
plowing business first. Then he founded an
app-based dog collar startup that used GPS
technology to create a Geo-Fence.
But he couldn’t run from the
manufacturing world he grew up in, and
he felt the desire to dive back into it. So,
he sold his dog collar startup and used the
proceeds to purchase CNC Metalcraft. His
business manufactures architectural metal
products for the commercial construction
industry. Located in Champlin,
Minnesota, CNC Metalcraft operates out
of a 41,000 square foot facility employing
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Tobias Flood and Mark Eiden are 26 and 27-year-old co-owners of Metal Trade Solutions in Cokato, Minnesota.

over 20 people.
The young owners each deal with
age-old staffing issues from fresh lenses:
they’re eager to expand their workforce
by attracting young talent through digital
marketing strategies, hands-on mentorship
opportunities, and giving their future
employees freedom to create.
The “old way” – simply offering higher
wages – isn’t going to cut it for many of
them.

CREATIVE WAYS TO ATTRACT
YOUNG TALENT

When Flood took his first job in
manufacturing while he was still in school,
he said he was the youngest staff member
by far, operating the machines the only
way he knew how.
“The older gentlemen would stand
beside me, and then say, ‘why are you
doing it that way?’” Flood said. “That

atmosphere, it destroyed creativity. I felt
really stifled there, like I couldn’t offer up
new ideas.”
So Flood and Eiden’s tagline for Metal
Trade Solutions, which is broadcasted in
big, bold letters on the home page of their
website, is “Creativity in Manufacturing.”
The approach is subtle from the outside
looking in, but it’s unique to Flood’s,
Eiden’s, and other young manufacturing
owners’ strategies. And they’re hoping the
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philosophy will eventually help attract
young talent.
“If you would have told me when I
was 18 that someday I was going to own
a business and our motto was going to
be creativity, I would’ve thought you
were crazy,” Flood said. “I’ve never been
interested in the artistic sides of things.
But now I know creativity is allowing
anyone and everyone to bring their ideas
to the table.”
For now, Metal Trade Solutions is
still in its beginning stages, with just
three part-time employees. Time will tell
whether the strategy and work culture will
succeed in attracting top-tier talent, Flood
and Eiden said. They’re betting it will.
Bryce Brethorst takes a hands-on
approach to attracting talent. He said

Co-owners of Metal Trade Solutions Tobias Flood
and Mark Eiden, 27 and 26 years old, respectively,
work on a project together in their shop in
Cokato, Minnesota.

Bryce Brethorst, 27, stands outside his subcontract machine
shop, Authority Machining, LLC.

Evan Lundeen, 24, stands inside his shop at CNC Metalcraft, which makes exterior
architectural metal for buildings.
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Authority Machining hasn’t had
issues finding workers yet, but part
of that has to do with not taking on
more jobs than it can handle right
now.
“It’s important to get kids in
front of a machine and saying, this is
what it takes to make this. If they’re
into bikes, getting them in front of a
machine that makes the peddles on
the bikes,” Brethorst said. “Hands-on
learning connects a lot better than
reading out of the textbook, and
typically in manufacturing, that’s
how our brains work.”
Lundeen said his business is
betting on social media and digital
marketing strategies, not only to
grow CNC Metalcraft, but attract
new talent. His business has an
Instagram, LinkedIn, and Facebook
page, with a fresh-looking website.
But he said finding new employees
has still posed a challenge in this
market.
“Luckily for us, the employees
here are very loyal. We have guys
who have been here since day one,”
Lundeen said. “But in terms of hiring
new, it has been challenging to
even get people to show up for their
interviews.”

OTHER CHALLENGES

Supply chain issues are among
the biggest challenge the young
owners are learning how to face.
Lundeen said CNC Metalcraft went
from having a normal lead time of
four weeks to 42 weeks for aluminum
extrusion.
“So we needed to find new
suppliers for a lot of materials,”
Lundeen said. “We’ve had to do three
price increases already, and the last
one we did was significant… I think
it was 15 percent.”
Eiden with Metal Trade Solutions
said their biggest challenge lately has
been steel cost and the supply of it.
“Suppliers have a week lead time,
and customers will say, ‘that’s too
long, we’re going elsewhere,’” Eiden
said. Eiden added the problem has
caused Metal Trade Solutions to have
to work with more suppliers.

But the young owners view challenges
such as the supply chain issues as an
opportunity.
“The supply chain issue has created
the opportunity for us to network more,
and find people out there who put in the
effort to make stuff happen,” Eiden said.

Whether they’re dealing with supply
chain issues, financing new equipment, or
learning how to expand at the right speed,
one thing’s for sure: the next generation of
young shop owners are approaching the
market with a new level of creativity. PM
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